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The need was always there, but it has gained urgency after successive lockdowns have made shoppers more 
reliant on ecommerce, prompting them to search for retailers that provide the best experience at the cost of 
those who do not. 

Convenience delivered as seamless shopping experiences are one of the five key trends that Linnworks has 
uncovered after extensive research among retailers and shoppers in the past year.

Consumers are now crystal clear on their need for a convenient, frictionless experience.  Consumers  expect 
retailers to deliver this experience  on whatever device they are using at the time, and whatever site or app they 
are visiting.

This means retailers must offer delightful customer experiences and embrace Total Commerce - the concept 
of selling wherever customers want to shop. By tapping into multiple selling channels, retailers can expand and 
reach new customers, be it on owned sites selling direct-to-consumer, marketplaces or social selling. A selling 
strategy that incorporates multiple channels allows retailers to scale at pace, getting their products in front of 
more customers who are ready to buy. 

The pandemic has not only accelerated changing customer behaviors, it has also had a massive impact on 
logistics. Global supply chains are out of balance, leading to shipment delays and disappointed customers. 
This has highlighted the need for retailers to take a more proactive approach in their supply chain mitigation 
strategies. Identifying reliable third party logistics companies, or setting up new supplier relationships are just 
part of the strategy retailers need to consider to shore up their supply chain in future. 

These supply chain arrangements will also need to factor in sustainability as a key consideration, because 
four in five shoppers are now more sustainability-minded than before the pandemic, and just over one in two 
think about the environment when choosing their purchases. With the expansion of ecommerce, shoppers are 
not only considering the eco-credentials of the products themselves, but where they come from and how they 
arrive on their doorstep.

Finally, consumers are not the only shopping demographic who have swung to ecommerce - B2B ecommerce 
growth is projected to outpace B2C ecommerce through to 2025. Buyers in the B2B space are younger and 
more digital savvy than before and they expect to order with as much ease in their professional life as they do 
when shopping for themselves. A raft of B2B marketplaces and aggregated online shopping channels have 
emerged to serve these customers who are comfortable completing transactions online. This opens up another 
growth opportunity for retailers who have products relevant to B2B buyers across a range of industries.

In 2022 retailers are going to have to adapt to meet consumers’ 
raised expectations around seamless omnichannel experiences or 
lose out to competitors who do. 

The future of ecommerce: 5 key trends for 2022. How to drive growth in the post pandemic economy.
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It will come as little surprise that inventory and supply chain management are 
going to be key issues all retailers must tackle in 2022.

The pandemic has led to seriously interrupted supply chains as countries shut down to protect workers’ 
health, leading to manufacturing and shipping delays, particularly in China, which is home to nearly a 
third of the world’s manufacturing capacity. 

Individual retailers may feel powerless in the face of global supply chain issues but they can mitigate 
against its worst effects by developing new strategies to become less reliant on a limited range of 
supply routes. 

Supplier relationships
Many retailers are moving towards models which ensure they are not reliant on a single supplier for 
each item and eliminate single points of potential failure by adding a mix of offshore and near shore 
suppliers. Another tactic, that is gaining momentum, is building closer relationships with a supplier to 
the point of becoming an exclusive partner to make sure stock is only allocated to them.

Inventory forecasting
In addition, to multi-shoring and diversifying supply chains, retailers are also being reminded by 
supply chain experts it pays more than ever before to think ahead and get orders in early, particularly 
for seasonal items where likely demand is easier to forecast than ‘trendy items’ where demand is more 
unpredictable. Having an accurate demand forecast allows retailers to work more closely with their 
suppliers and lock down inventory volumes and delivery times. 

Trend 1: Inventory & supply chain
management mitigation strategies.

The future of ecommerce: 5 key trends for 2022. How to drive growth in the post pandemic economy.
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Prioritizing inventory
Retailers are learning to adapt new strategies to improve inventory availability with long lead times 
on orders replacing the ‘just in time’ mantra that was widely adopted before the pandemic. Some who 
are large enough to charter their own ships, such as Home Depot in the US, have already started to take 
more control over possible transport delays. This is often accompanied by a new strategy that prioritizes 
goods that sell in large numbers – so called ‘high velocity SKUs’ – are shipped in large numbers to ensure 
customers do not miss out on the items that keep them coming back to a store repeatedly. 

Third party logistics (3PL)
Another option is to work with a third party logistics (3PL) provider who has the expertise in managing 
complicated supply chains and has more oversight and control on shipments from multiple markets. 
3PLs can manage the distribution, warehousing and/or fulfillment of your products. Depending on 
requirements, they will handle the receiving and storage of a retailer’s inventory and may also handle the 
picking, packing and shipping of orders as well as customer returns. 

Real-time visibility on inventory levels
Linnworks The Great Ecommerce Acceleration research project found that a fifth of retailers have limited 
real-time inventory visibility. For 70% of retailers surveyed, the biggest challenge was multiple internal 
systems and structures meaning data is locked away in siloes. This results in inefficiencies and time spent 
manually sourcing and reconciling information to make decisions on inventory levels, potentially resulting 
in stockouts and lost sales while stock is sourced and replenished. A key part of the tech stack for retailers 
should be supply chain tools that can manage stock levels (particularly across multiple locations and 
selling channels) and can automate orders to suppliers, triggered by rules on minimum stock levels and 
other inventory indicators.

The future of ecommerce: 5 key trends for 2022. How to drive growth in the post pandemic economy.

https://www.supplychaindive.com/news/supply-chain-inventory-increase-disruption-technology/611430/
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Accurate inventory planning has become even more important due to the pandemic and current supply chain 
issues but requires careful analysis to optimize stock levels and manage cash flow, according to Jill Liliedahl, 
Vice President of Business Development and Marketing at Inventory Planner.

The key to this is improving demand planning, which means looking at the right time period for forecasting. 
“What is the best period of time in the past to use for data to help indicate how much stock to have in the 
future?” she said.

She said sellers should look at three time periods depending on the product they are considering.  
These include seasonal products (last 12 months), non-seasonal (last six months to a year) or trendy items 
(last 14 to 30 days).

But she also warned not to get caught up in the peculiarities of 2020’s numbers when forecasting. “Think 
about what’s most relevant to what will happen in the future,” she said. That means when predicting future 
growth, understanding that a cap might be required on forecasted increases to avoid overstocking.

For seasonal items she also urged sellers to move fast, speaking to vendors urgently to help mitigate supply 
chain issues, as well as to help them with their own forecasting by providing estimates of what ordering 
patterns might look like. “That helps them to plan and also helps to secure your relationship with your vendor,” 
she said.

Liliedahl also explained how to improve forecasting, avoiding stockouts, prioritizing what to order and 
analysing replenishment profit, as well as keeping an eye on stockturn. “You need to keep stock moving and we 
have a natural inclination to get stockturn as low as possible, but you can run stockturn too low so need to keep 
a sweet spot,” she warned.

She also urged sellers to think about each sales channel as having its own personality. “Think about the 
different personalities of different locations or sales channels and that will help you fine-tune your inventory 
planning,” she said.  

Inventory planning for success.
Jill Liliedahl, VP of business development and marketing at Inventory 
Planner, looks at inventory planning in an unpredictable economy.
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Watch the on-demand session on inventory 
planning with Jill Liliedahl
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https://www.linnworks.com/blog/sales-channel-strategy
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3435431/230B23CE317D9ED05B13941F47409A1D&partnerref=blog
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3435431/230B23CE317D9ED05B13941F47409A1D&partnerref=blog
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The brands that will see success in the post-pandemic economy will be those that 
have put their products in front of shoppers ready to buy, rather than waiting until 
these buyers discover them. Facebook calls  this ‘discovery commerce’ - the concept of 
meeting customers with your products where they want to shop.

The power of marketplaces
The move has gained momentum in the past couple of years and is going to be essential to any retail growth 
strategy in 2022. Internet Retailing’s Enterprise Marketplace Index found that marketplace retailers 
outperformed peers and competitors in 2020, growing 81% year-over-year – more than doubling the rate of 
overall ecommerce growth of 40%. Amazon is still leading the way in growth and market share. Figures quoted by 
eMarketer from CivicScience suggest a half of all product searches, 49%, start out on Amazon. For regular online 
shoppers, this leapt to 58% and for Amazon Prime members it shoots up to 80%.

For retailers, marketplaces deliver an unparalleled shopping audience across a vast range of categories. Sellers 
need a competitive product and pricing strategy, and a focus on constant product optimization and inventory 
management for success, but the marketplace takes a lot of the burden of bringing shoppers with high demand 
together with relevant products, therefore reducing the cost per sale for retailers from a marketing perspective. 
Most marketplaces also offer a fulfillment option, allowing retailers to ship goods once to the marketplace 
fulfillment center who will take care of order management. 

The one consideration for brands with marketplace selling is with the loss of a certain degree of control over how 
their brand and products are presented on these platforms. Most marketplaces provide limited branding options, 
and it’s likely that products will be merchandised next to a competitor, which may require a different pricing and 
product optimization strategy to other selling channels. Another consideration is that the relationship with the 
customer is managed through a third party, therefore leaving retailers with less data and insights on a section of 
their customer base.

Social commerce continues to grow
Another growing option many retailers will want to embrace this year is the power of social selling. Linnworks 
research found that 35% of shoppers had already made a purchase via a social media site, and among those 
who have already used the channel, more than four in five says convenience is the major factor. The convenience 
of social channels, which focuses on product discovery even when people aren’t shopping, has seen three in 
four shoppers reveal they have made impulse purchases via social media platforms. Of all the channels available 
Facebook leads for discovery and purchases, with Instagram close behind. 

Projections from Grand View Research suggest this is only the beginning and social selling is due to grow at 
around 28% per year for the next six years. 

As retailers weigh up their option for a total commerce approach, the golden rule emerging from Linnworks 
research is that when dealing direct with shoppers on their own sites, brands can concentrate on developing a 
data-driven relationship with clients that shows they understand and can anticipate their needs. The outcome 
here is brand growth and customer loyalty. On third party sites like marketplaces, product range and competitive 
pricing is the key to driving sales and reaching new customers. 

Trend 2: Multichannel selling is essential  
to compete in the new, effortless economy.

The future of ecommerce: 5 key trends for 2022. How to drive growth in the post pandemic economy.

https://www.linnworks.com/blog/facebook-shops-best-practice-strategies
https://internetretailing.net/marketplaces/marketplaces/marketplaces-clear-winner-as-51-of-post-pandemic-retail-set-to-take-place-online-23408
https://www.emarketer.com/content/do-most-searchers-really-start-on-amazon
https://www.linnworks.com/the-effortless-economy
https://www.linnworks.com/the-effortless-economy
https://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-social-commerce-market
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Iris Schiefer, Senior Strategic Partnerships Manager EMEA at Big Commerce, and Tim Ahlenius, VP of Strategy 
at AmericanEagle.com, shared some tips on what to do.

Schiefer said there were many short-term fixes adopted during the pandemic that retailers can still look at that 
can make a huge difference to conversion rates. There was a particular focus on product discoverability, she 
said. “It’s about meeting your customers where they are.”

Sellers need to look at servicing existing customers first, the pair said. “My recommendation would be to 
focus on improving the store experience and minimizing those blockers to conversion before driving new 
traffic,” said Schiefer.

Within this customer service has also been key, and Ahlenius highlighted the importance of retailers investing 
in this. “Empowering your customer service team to deliver a great customer experience is one of the big shifts 
we saw in the last 12 to 18 months,” he said.

When considering what channels to sell on the duo said retailers should not just enter channels for the sake 
of it. Schiefer said that BigCommerce had seen the growth of dual B2B and B2C strategies. “We have a lot of 
clients that have developed this hybrid. We hear ‘am I going to damage the relationships with my retail partners 
if I go direct?’ or ‘will I get caught up in this dog eats dog if I go via marketplaces’.”

She advised sellers to ensure their B2B, D2C and marketplaces offerings are somewhat differentiated to help 
reduce pricing conflicts. Ahlenius said retailers need to look at different platforms and if they fit their business. 
“You do have to do a little bit of analysis for what is right for you,” he said. Inventory management is a priority 
with these models, he said.

Looking to the future, the pair highlighted opportunities around social commerce and the  
customer experience as areas for retailers to concentrate in 2022.

Multichannel selling strategies  
and how to keep control of your brand.
Selling across multiple channels needs careful management if retailers 
and sellers are to keep control of their brand. 
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Watch the on-demand session on 
multichannel selling strategies with Big 
Commerce & American Eagle.
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https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3436553/A78E45FFB073D8583AA7DB4A07835EC3&partnerref=blog
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3436553/A78E45FFB073D8583AA7DB4A07835EC3&partnerref=blog
https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/3436553/A78E45FFB073D8583AA7DB4A07835EC3&partnerref=blog
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If there is one aspect all retailers will need to concentrate on in 2022, it is providing 
a seamless omnichannel shopping experience that delights customers,  
rather than frustrates. 
The pandemic period saw a shift to online shopping but it also prompted people to try out new goods 
and services online. Linnworks discovered through its research - The Effortless Economy: A New Age of 
Retail - that consumers have become more reliant on ecommerce with 84% revealing they have shopped 
more online during the pandemic before and three in four saying they expect to carry on buying more than 
previously. 

So there is a greater appetite for ecommerce but consumers are more focused than ever on shopping 
with brands that offer a convenient, frictionless service. This means the features and options that provide 
a seamless shopping journey can no longer be seen as exceptional additions, but rather standard 
expectations for consumers.

What does convenience mean in the shopping journey?
Linnworks consumer research found that three in four named convenience as their prime motivator 
in picking a retail site with top expected features including guest check-in, cross-device omnichannel 
experiences and having customer data stored for future visits. The same proportion of shoppers have 
ditched retailers who do not offer convenient experiences. 

This applies to the checkout process as much as any part of the discovery and ordering part of a customer 
journey. Nearly nine in ten shoppers expect flexible payment options and roughly the same proportion, 
95%, say delivery terms are a factor in their shopping choices, while 72% consider the returns policy as a 
key decision making factor when deciding whether to purchase from an online retailer. 

All this now means retailers must focus on providing seamless omnichannel and cross-device experiences 
that more than four in five shoppers now see as essential when they are picking an online site to shop with. 

Trend 3: Customer experience is a key 
driver of growth.

The future of ecommerce: 5 key trends for 2022. How to drive growth in the post pandemic economy.

https://www.linnworks.com/the-effortless-economy
https://www.linnworks.com/the-effortless-economy
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Chris Lavoie, Senior Technology Partner Manager at Gorgias on how to excel at customer service online, how 
to drive revenue, customer loyalty and retention from your customer service channels and the key factors that 
can make your customer service a key driver.

Gorgias is a customer service helpdesk platform for ecommerce brands. “We power all things related to 
customer service and the customer experience,” said Lavoie. He said customer engagement is the critical layer 
of an ecommerce company’s growth stack, but said that the market was changing fast.

Lavoie suggests a number of predictions on the direction the market is going. The first of these was the 
increasing trend for brands to give the customers the ability to get their own answers. This frees up retailer 
time to work on other areas of the business rather than wasting time on repeated questions such as order 
status or refund requests.

“You should not be answering these questions manually,” he said. With Gorgias’ self-service portal he claimed 
customers could deflect between 30 to 40% of support volume.

Secondly, Lavoie believed brands will also begin to adopt automation earlier in their growth cycle to survive 
and scale faster, especially since reducing response times can radically increase conversion rates.  
Brands will also consolidate communication channels with customers to deliver a more seamless customer 
experience, he said.

How to drive conversions & retention through 
personalized customer experiences.
Why customer service is important and the need for a great  
customer experience, especially at peak. 

Watch the on-demand session  
with Chris Lavoie from Gorgias.
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According to research quoted by Forbes, B2B ecommerce is on course to be the 
highest growing channel in ecommerce by 2025, mainly due to a shift in buyer 
demographics, shopping behavior and information needs. 
Today, three in four B2B buyers are millennials and they want to shop online for their business needs 
with all the simplicity and convenience they have come to expect in their home lives. B2B buyers are 
now comfortable doing their own research and making buying decisions based on ratings and reviews, 
even before interacting with vendors. 

B2B buyers also want a convenient online shopping experience
Retailers looking to act on this trend in 2022 will need to bear in mind there is a huge disparity in the 
market – millennials are favoring those that offer a buying experience similar to that of a direct-to-
consumer shopping site. The disparity can be seen in Digital Commerce 360 figures that show in both 
2020 and 2021, sales on B2B ecommerce sites grew by just under 10%. This growth was experienced 
unevenly across many industries, depending on how prepared B2B sellers were to deliver a digital 
experience for buyers.

The features B2B buyers want include mobile friendly service with face ID log-in, a slick omnichannel 
experience and buying thresholds for free delivery for orders over a specified value. Other must-have 
features a B2B buyer will need include pricing that matches their account, so discounts can be applied, 
as well as ‘order again’ buttons, ‘time to replenish’ reminders and VAT-friendly invoicing. All of these 
features help buyers find the products they want and save time in the purchase process, similar to what 
is on offer for online consumers.

Gartner projects that 75% of B2B procurement spending will happen via online marketplaces by 
2023. With B2C marketplaces like Amazon, Alibaba and eBay entering the B2B space, the wholesale 
distribution process is being disrupted as these platforms have the ability to scale at pace with their 
established digital capabilities. This opens up B2B ecommerce to a wider range of sellers, and provides 
a significant opportunity for online retailers to seek new customers.

Trend 4: The rise of B2B ecommerce.
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It could take until 2023 before life finally stabilizes to a new normal, according to Tosin Oke, Director of Sales 
at Payoneer. Walking through what Payoneer sees as the timeline of ecommerce, he said that 2021 had been 
about a concentration on digitalization. This saw brands new to the digital space as well as a ramping up of 
efforts for those brands already selling online.

He said Payoneer had several brands and sellers approaching the company for help in their move to digital and 
said it was something that all brands needed to consider in order to not get beaten by their competitors. “You 
don’t want to be the person that does it last,” he said.

By 2022, Oke believes the focus will be on adaptation, for example, businesses focusing on new strategies 
to acquire new customers. 2023, meanwhile, will be the year of stabilization, he said. “That will be the actual 
year where we will see a real new normal, where people have got used to purchasing more things digitally and 
brands have got used to having a digital as well as a high street presence.”

Marketplaces will be a key part of this, he said, as they expand internationally and offer more services - such 
as store advances and lending - to help create a stickiness for brands. “I see marketplaces becoming experts in 
lending and growing massively into 2022 and beyond because they are offering this,” he said.

Consumer habits are also changing he said, with higher expectations such as the desire for a wider range of 
payment options including Buy Now, Pay Later. Sellers are also expanding, moving into new marketplaces and 
offering more products and managed services. “It’s a really positive time to be part of ecommerce,” said Oke. 

Crystal Ball – what do we see coming  
in ecommerce?
What’s coming next in ecommerce? Tosin Oke, Director of Sales at 
Payoneer, looks into his crystal ball to share his insights on the future 
of the industry.

Watch the on-demand session 
with Tosin Oke from Payoneer.
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Retailers will look back on 2020 and 2021 as the time the pandemic caused a 
rise in ecommerce but, according to Google, research shows it is also a time 
when pre-existing concern for the environment gained traction with consumers. 
Its figures show that just over four in five shoppers are now more concerned by 
sustainability than they were before the pandemic. 
This means that, according to PwC figures, 52% of shoppers are now more eco-friendly than they were 
in the past and nearly a half of all consumers now say sustainability plays a part in their purchases. To 
put that into perspective, Retail Week research has shown the top priority, for three in four shoppers,  
is sustainably sourced packaging. 

What consumers mean by sustainability
How consumers receive their goods tops the list of the compromises German consumers told 
eMarketer they would make to shop more sustainably. The top three actions, each supported by one in 
three shoppers, are a willingness to return recyclable packaging so it can be reused, accepting ‘B’ stock 
previously returned by other customers and longer delivery times. 

When Linnworks researched how retailers are reacting to sustainability becoming more important in 
driving customer behavior, it found pressure from staff and a desire not to be left behind competitors 
was responsible for more than four in five companies launching eco-friendly initiatives. Pressure from 
shoppers was responsible for nearly two in three initiatives. 

The advice from the research is that retailers need to be working in a more sustainable fashion, both 
in how they run their stores and logistics centers, but also working with environmentally-conscious 
businesses throughout their supply chain. Failure to do so will see them fall behind competitors who 
can demonstrate true sustainability throughout their product offering and operations.

Sustainability needs to be more than a brand statement
Only a half of retail employees consider their business is ‘making a difference’. More concerning for 
many in retail is that a quarter of staff believe their company is doing little more than ‘greenwashing’ 
through making pronouncements that lead to little meaningful action. 

Ecommerce operators need to be able to tap into this growing demand for products that are sustainably 
sourced and delivered, both consumers and employees expect real progress that makes a change. 
People are environmentally savvy enough to realize when announcements amount to little more than 
paying lip service to sustainability. 

Trend 5: Sustainability across the supply  
& sales chain.
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https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/intl/en-gb/consumer-insights/consumer-trends/consumer-sustainability-trends/
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Building a truly sustainable brand isn’t easy but it’s worth the hard work, said Omari Whyte, Director of 
Operations at leather goods retailer Nisolo. He said Nisolo was focussing on a dual-pronged approach within 
its operations. “We are looking at sustainability through both people and planet. How do we reduce our carbon 
footprint and make sure every one of our producers are receiving a living wage?” he said.

Whyte said the company was working on everyone within the supply chain meeting those two facets of people 
and planet. “It’s been a challenge because it’s a lot easier not to focus on those two things and there’s a lot of 
greenwashing in the industry right now where people see talk of sustainability but don’t actually live it,” he said.

James Moody, Founder and CEO of Sendle, explained how his company had been borne from a giving 
marketplace that he helped to found in 2013. “We quickly realized the biggest pain point was getting items 
from one person to the other, so we looked at getting affordable and sustainable ways to ship,” he said. 

Moody said that the realization that there was idle capacity in shipping networks led to a partnership with 
Australia Post which has since evolved into Sendle. “We were filling idle capacity so with every parcel we were 
carbon neutral from day one,” he said.

The pair explained the importance of trust and clarity in what they do and the importance of authenticity, as 
well as how they were handling other business challenges such as packaging returns. At Nisolo, Whyte said 
the company was using 100% recycled packaging and would introduce smaller packaging from spring. He 
said the company had partnered with a non-profit organisation 
to donate unsellable products that were returned to save them 
from landfill. “They are able to reuse those shoes in other 
places throughout the world or ground it up for track or 
playground purposes.”

Building a truly sustainable brand:  
from sourcing to selling.
Shipping company Sendle and leather goods retailer Nisolo reveal how 
sustainability has become one of their greatest drivers of success.

Watch the on-demand session 
with Nisolo and Sendle

Linnworks puts Total Commerce Control  
at the center of your organization so you can:
• Manage multichannel inventory easily across multiple marketplaces.
• Optimize your order and fulfillment processes from a single location.
• Gain deep insights across your sales and operations for fast decision making.

Book a demo to discover in 30 minutes how Linnworks can automate  
your operations and help you sell better. www.linnworks.com/demo
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